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A single- and double-electron ionization at the interaction of
two hydrogen, negative ions is considered in two collision en-
ergy ranges Есм'. slow collisions - small energies 0 < Есм <
300 - bOOeV and fast collisions - large energies Есм > 500eV.
In small energy range tbfi electron detachment is determined
by one- and two-.electron Auger-decays the rates of which ?re
calculated in the asymptotic approximation of large inter-ion
distances. In large energy range the electron detachments are
considered by means of the small perturbation.theory and clas-
sical motion of nuclei. The cross-section of the one-electron
detachmept is in a good agreement with Salzborn's experimen-
tal results. The cross-section of two electron detachment has
energy behaviour which is only similar to the experimental one.
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Introduction
An electron detachment by collisions of two negative ions may
be interesting in connection with the problem of the heating of
a thermonuclear plasma by beams of neutral hydrogen atoms.
Negative ion sources and storage rings have such density of H~
ions that the H~ + H~ collision frequency is high enough and
electron detachments may be effective. Investigations of two
negative ions collisions for heavy metal atoms are interesting for
the Heavy Ions Fusion.

The first experimental investigations of the interaction of two
negative atomic hydrogen ions were described in [1,2]. The re-
sults were obtained employing crossed-beams technique and co-
incident detection of the heavy reaction products. The measure-
ments of cross-sections for the single- and double-electron ion-
ization processes of one and both atomic particles were carried
out.

Two negative ions collision is similar in some detailes to a
collision of an electron with a negative ion. The experimental
studying of the negative ions ionization under electron impact
[3] has revealed that the ionization cross-section reaches the very
large value ~ 10~14cm2 at the collision energy which is equal to
several ionization potentials. Qualitativelly the same behaviour
of the cross-section as the function of the collisional velocity was
found in [1] for two negative ions collision.

In [4,5,6,7,8] the theory of the electron-negative ion collision
was done. The squeezing out of the weakly bound electron by
the electric field of a point negative charge was applied in [4] for
the description of the ionization process e + A~ —* A + 2e. In
[5,6,7] the ionization cross-section for this process was calculated
in Born approximation with corrections and in [8] a pure classical
mechanics investigations were done. .



In this paper we investigate the autoionizational channels for
electrons detachment which are possible for two negative ions
collision only. These channels are Auger-decays with the outgo-
ing of one or two electrons from ions and these Auger-decays are
unusual in some details in comparison with usual atomic Auger
effects. In one-electron Auger-decay the first electron is detached
from an ion but the second one stay on the same ground ion orbit
before and after decay. A such decay is possible because before
the decay the ground ion orbit is disturbed by the second ion
and after the decay this orbit is undisturbed, i.e. this orbit is
changed so that the dipole (or higher multipole) transition is
allowed. The two-electron Auger-decay is unusual also because
both active Auger-electrons are detached from ions.

Atomic units: e2 = ft = me are used throughout this paper.

Formulation of the problem
The interaction of two negative atomic hydrogen ions is deter-
mined by the Coulomb repulsion of the weakly bound electrons.
Their ionizaticn energy is equal to 0.754eV in vacuum and is
decreased during the approach of ions as a result of this repul-
sion. At some inter-ion distances the electron levels go up to a
continuum and one- and two-electron detachments by H~ + H~
collisions are possible as a result of one- and two-electron Auger-
decays. These decays are forbidden if inter-nuclear distances are
too large. During Auger-decays the total electron energy is not
changed because electrons and nuclei are not exchanged by an
energy.

Let us consider ouf problem for large inter-nuclear separation
when the all interactions may be expand in the inverse power se-
rieses. In particular the potential of the inter-electron interaction



may be expanded in the next series:
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where the correlation energy term

and z is equal to

z = r

6, (p are spherical angles of r*i,2 in the coordinate system the z-
axis of which is directed along Л and R directed from the ion 1
to the ion 2, fi,f2 are.the position vectors of the 1,2-electrons
relatively its own ions 1 and 2.

The inter-electron interaction rfj1 depends on two variables
ri and r2. A function of two variables /(я,у) may be expanded
in the well known Taylor series which may Ъе rewritten in the
form
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Using these expressions we can represent the rfj in the form

with the expansion (2) for the correlation energy W. First and
second lines in the expansion (1) are the expansion of the electron
interactions with a negative point charge \R-fi\~1 or l-ft+f-jl"1

which are presented in the representation (3).
The total Hamiltonian H can be written in the form

where one-electron Hamiltonians Hi and Hi are equal to

^ Ai

(5)

where Vij are potentials of the interaction energy of weakly
bound electrons with neutral atomic cores 1 and 2. The zero
order term ^ may be placed either in the Hamiltonian Я2 or in
the Hamiltonian Hi with the same result for the any two-electron
process because both ions are identical and the amplitude of the
one-electron detachment is equal to the half of the sum of the



detachment amplitude from both ions. For the first amplitude

we place ^ in the first Hamiltonian Hi and for the second one

in the second Hamiltonian Я 2 .
According to this representation we can write wave equations

in the approximation of independent electrons:

(Hi - £г(Я))т/>1(п) = 0; (Я 2 - £2(Я))т/>2(г2) = 0 (б)

where ^1,2 are wave functions of weakly bound electrons which
are disturbed by negative point charges. In this approximation
it was found as feasible to replace the interaction of one electron
with other one by the interaction with a negative point charge.

We take into account the interaction of weakly bound elec-
trons just between itselves only and neglect the interaction of
more deeply bound ls-electrous. The inter-electron exchange is
neglected also.

For the interaction of two neutral atoms the part of the inter-
electron repulsion \R — n l " 1 or \R + rial"1 is cancelled out with
the electron attraction to the positive charged nucleus.

Wave functions t/>i,2 are quasistable. Through barrier transi-
tion of the weakly bound electron is possible in field of a negative
point charge if the inter-ions distance is smaller then a some dis-
tance [4]. Such transitions for the negative ion collision with a
pure point negative charge were named "squeesing out" of the
weakly bound electron [4].

In order to investigate the through barrier transitions we
should consider large distances of the tunneling electron from
its ion. The representation (3) is symmetrical relatively the ex-
change n •-+ r 2 but its range of validity does not give us the
right to consider large distances from ions. For this goal we can



use the next representations

• •; (pi » r2);

{P2 » ri) (3a)

where pi |2 are the position vectors the 1,2-electrons relatively
the opposite ions 2,1 respectively: pi = ri — R, p2 = rj + R-
The interactions of the long distance electrons with the opposite
ions are the Coulomb interacUon again but second election feels
the weak electric field of the first one only in accordance with
the Hamiltonian Hi in (5). This asymmetry in our formulae
does not mean any asymmetry in our consideration of 1 and 2
electrons as it was pointed out above.

Obviously the total energy of two negative ions is equal to

E(R)=c1(R) + ei(R). (7)

Usually in Hartree approximation the total energy is equal to
the sum E\ + £2 of one-electron orbital energies £1,2 subtract-
ing the mean inter-electron interaction (^ ( rOJr^J^K^) ) be-
cause this interaction is present twice, in both wave equations
for one-electron orLitals. In our represantation the any term of
expansion (3) is presented once in any equation (5) and the total
energy is equal to t.he sum E\ -f €2 only.

In case of the two negative ions collision new channels of two-
electrons Auger-d'?. ->ys arc possible as a result of the correlation
interaction W. Both these Auger-decays are unusual.

Lei us consider large i:sf er-ion distances It when one electron
energies Sx^R) may be expand in the next asymptotic series



where e 0 = —0.754eV =.— 0.0277au is the binding energy of а
single atomic hydrogen negative ion # ~ , a = 206 • al is the H~
polarizability. In this limit the total electron energy (7) is equal
to

2£о + - £ - | г + .-- (9)

We can see from the expression (9) that the total electron
energy E(R) goes up to the continuum when the inter-nuclear
separation R is decreased. The polarization term —a • R~* is
small in comparison with Coulomb term R"x.

At the inter-nuclear separation R < Rt = l^ol"1 the term of
the initial state H~ + H~ crosses the term of the H~ + # ° state.
If the inter-nuclear separation R < R\ the initial term E(R) is
above the term of the final state i/~ + H° and the one-electron
Auger-decay is possible for the fixed nuclei

H~+H- -*H° + H-+ e; (10)

R<Ri^\eo\-1. Ях^Збао, (Юа)

where the Bohr radius a0 is equal to: ao = 5.29 • 10"9cm. The
kinetic energy of the one outgoing electron is equal to

rnv3 1 .

— =д-Ы. (И)

In the same range of inter-ion separations R < Ri the one-
electron transition through the potential barrier is possible which
was named [12] "squeezing out". This process may be written by
the same expression (10) and the kinetic energy of the outgoing
electron is equal to the same value (11). The difference of these
processess is as follows. For the "squeezing out" the second neg-
ative ion may be replaced by the point negative charged particle.
For the Auger-decay (10) two negative ions are necessary only.



If the inter-nuclear separation R < Ri S ^eoj"1 the Auger-
decay is possible with outgoing of two electrons

H- + H--*He + H°. + 2e; (12)

R<R2* \eo\-\ Ri £ lSa0. (12a)

The total kinetic energy of two electrons is equal to

2&t£-i-.M. (13)
The distances R\j are very large and Auger transitions pointed

out give main contributions to the cross- sections of processes
(10) and (12). These distances exceed also the size of two nega-
tive ions (about 10<zo) and the expansions (1,2,3,5) are valid at

R < Ri,2-
The energy width T(R) which determines the rate of Auger-

transitions is equal to

Г(Д) = 2*| < «/(гы-аИИЛФ^п,*) > I2 = 2*|Wi/|9. (14)

where Ф/(гь r^) is the wave function of total system with one or
two electrons in continuum.

The main contribution to this matrix element is given by the
regions of electron coordinate r i , r 2 in the vicinities of both ions
where any influence of electric fields of the opposite ion is small.
Therefore we can consider Ф,-,/ as a stationary states.

Let us designate by PQ the probability of then that both ions
are in initial state and Ttot = Г„ + 1\м + Г Л 2

 ls ^ e t o t a ^ deay
probability per unit time. The dependences Po{p, t) and Po{p)
are equal to

f- / TM(t')dt' ;
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(15)

where p is the impact parameter for the given trajectory. Hav-
ing this result we can write next expressions for the decay in
z-channel summarized over trajectory

+00 +00

dtPi(p) = J Po{t)Ti(t)dt = J Ti(t) -exp - J Ttot(t')dt'

' (16)
For the case of a decay in a single channel this expression may
be transformed by the integration of the previous one by parts
to the next expression

( +00 \

- J T(R(p,t))dt\ (17)
More general formula (16) takes into account the competition
between channels.

The cross section <T{ of a decay in i-channel is equal to

<7i=2Jrj• Pi(p)pdp (18)
a

where p\ti is such impact parameter value by which the distance
of the closest approach of two negative ions is equal to R\ or R2.

Solution of one electron wave equations by
method of zero radius potential

For the determination of the R\$ values in (10a),(12a) the first
approach of a perturbation theory was used: e\{R)—CQ a (rf2

x)oo —



\jR. However this approach is valid for the small energy shift
1/Л < < |eo| and generally speaking can not be applied for the
determination of R\$- Therefore in this section we will consider a
more general method for the investigation of the e(R) behaviour.
It will be shown that R\, R4 values are exact.

For the solution of equations (6) for the wave function ф\ we
can use the Coulomb Green function G(e, r, f*):

( - | + p r ^ j - e(R))G(e,r,?) = 6(f-г") (19)

which was found by Hostler and Pratt [8,9] in closed form:

G = £0

к = у/п . (20)

For the Coulomb field of a repulsion

1

and Whittaker functions M, W are solutions of the equation

^ + 2(e-I)M = 0 (2!)

and the same equation for W.
Instead of differential equations (6) we can write next integral

equation

= ~ / Ф(?)О(е, f, r-) V{r')d? (22)

10



The weakly bound electron interaction V(r) with a neutral atom
is not equal to zero in a region of a small size (2-3 bohr radius)
and we can substitute C?(£, r*, f1 = R) in the equation (22) so
that

xp = NG(e,r,R) (23)

where N is the appropriate normalization factor.
The energy term £\{R) may be found from the next equation

[10]

dln(\r-Rl'G) _
K(e,R) y j2\eo\ (24)

d\r-H\

The Green function logarithmic derivative K(e, R) may be writ-
ten in the form [11,12]

*(е,Д) =
2k

Let us investigate the range of negative €i(R) values when
the negative ion is stable. In this case the expression (25) may
be written in the form

пГ(п

n =

дМ
ду

к

dW
дх

i

п

- 2 -\MW

(26)

Let us consider the semiclassical approximation for the de-
termination of functions Л/, W as solutions of the eqation (21).
For a Coulomb repulsion and e < 0 a turning point is absent and
the integral of a quasHmpulsc ifl calculated analytically and we

11



can write

(27)
where W_ -» W, W+ -» Г(1 + n) • M. Substituting these
expressions in (26) and differentiating only exp(...) we obtain the
very simple result for the behaviour of the one-electron energy

е,(Я) = £o + i (28)

without any additional more high order terms of the expansion
in inverse power series R~l.

The polarizational and more high order terms may be de-
termined by the method of zero radius potential but outside the
semiclassical approximation for functions M, W. Let us consider
for this the other representation for the logarithmic derivative
K(e,R). Let us multiply the equation (21) for M by W, equa-
tion (19) for W by M', then let us add equations obtained and
integrate its in limits R, со. Using the result of this transforma-
tions we can rewrite K(e, Я) in the form [12]

^ (29)

Using asymptotic, R—*oo, expansions of functions M, W [13,14]
we can write the asymptotic expension of the product

and the asymptotic expansion of the logarithmic derivative К

I n n 3 n6 5n7 + n s

 / o , .
+ - Й Р + - § Д ^ + - (3D

12



Using the expansion

we can rewrite the expansion of the logarithmic derivative К in
the form

1 2 " ' >••• ( 3 3 )
n2 R

The equation (24) takes the form

1 n5

+ ( 3 4 )

The solution of this equation by the method of successive ap-
proximations gives the next result

... (35)

where the negative ion polarizability a is equal ro

For the atomic hydrogen negative ion this expression gives the
Il~ polarizability a = SIOQ in comparison with the exact value
a = 206а„ [15]. However this large discrepancy does not influ-
ence essentially on the e\(R) behaviour because the contribution
of the polarizational and more high order terms is very small in
sum (see below).

From expression (28) we obtain the value

Ri = ~ = 36.09 • ею (37)

13



of the intcr-nuclear separation at which the one-electron energy
is equal to zero. Let us consider the limit e = 0 in more detail
because the R\ value is very important. In this limit Whittaker
functions M, W trend to Bessel functions

e —» 0; n —* oo;

M' -* Io{V8R) (38)
n

and the Green function logarithmic derivative is equal to

K(e = 0, R) = - 4 Io{y/8R)KO(V8R) + ^

(39)
in accordance with the formula (5) in [15]. The numerical solu-
tion of the transcendental equation (24) with the expression (39)
gives the result

Rx = 36.058 • a0 (40)

which is very closed to the result (37).
It was carried out also the numerical solution of the tran-

scendental equation (24) by the use of exact M, W values which
were obtained by means of the series representation for M and
the integral representation for W

M _n>1/2(0 = texp{-t/2)F{n + 1,2,0;

14
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Fig.l. The behaviour of the weakly bound electron
energy e{R) in the field of negative point charge as a
function of the inter-ion distance R. Line is semiclas-
sical result (28), * is the calculation by the formulae
(24), (26) using the exact Whittaker function repre-
sentations (41).

Results are shown on the figure 1 together with semiclassical re-
sults (28). Semiclassical functions (27) are very closed to the ex-
act functions (41). The difference between them does not exceed
1 — 2%. Therefore the numerical term £\{R) and semiclassical
one £ite<l(R) are closed one to another (see fig. 1). The exact
calculations had shown also that the polarizational and higher
order terms give in sum the very small contribution to the total
energy ei(R).
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In the range R < Rx the wave functions V->i,2 are quasistable.
Let us consider the rate of the through barrier decay. We need to
calculate the electron flux transmitted through the barrier. For
positive energies ei(R) the equation (21) has the turning point
and in the semiclassical approximation functions M, W may be
written in the form

(y) = —p=-exp
2 / | I

D

-jww
Г V

•COS

lb

W (x) = ijLexp J \p{x')\dx\ -» ^ e x p \i jp(x>)dx'+ ^

" ь > я ( 4 2 )

The product of constants Ci-Cj may be found from the condition

1
W-M'-W'-M\

= 1 (43)

and we obtain
d • C2 = -2ik (44)

The logarithmic derivative К is equal to the quasi-impulse again

K = -\p\ (45)

and the one electron energy is given by the expression (28) again
so that the wave vector of the outgoing electron is equal to

fc = (46)

16



Thus the Coulomb law (28) for the shift of the one electron
energy is valid for the range of positive ei > 0 values also.

For the calculation of the flux of the outgoing electron we
need know the normalization factor of the wave function in (23).
The unperturbed wave function of the weakly bound electron is
equal to

ф(0) = ^ e x p ( - 7 r ) (47)

If the polarization interaction — ̂  is much smaller then £o- i-e.

< < M Д > > ( )
 а 7 8 ( 4 8 )

a=206

then the semiclassical wave function

(49)

should be closed to the unperturbed one and we obtain

N = Byfifa (50)

The variables x, у may be expressed through elliptic coordi-
nates £, T)

г+Jf-fl г-|F-i*|l
R ' V~ R '

f ) ; Д<*<оо;

17



1/2 1/2

2\ l -

(51)

In the system of elliptic coordinates the electron flux J through
the surface £ = Const —• oo is equal to

+1 2*

-I 0

(52)

Substituting expressions (49) and (50) in the expression (52) we
obtain

J =
Лехр[-2/р(у ' )^ / ]

J i ' ,a,
 Jrfy; v < * (53)

The integral over dy in this expression is determined of the vicin-
ity у ~ R and we obtain

B2

exp

0
}Jp(y'W
R

(54)

Integrals over quasi-impulses are calculated analytically

2
6;

; * < 6. (55)

18



Using these integrals the rate of the through barrier decay Г,,(R)

may be written in the form

/Ы =

in accordance with the previous result [4] which was obtained by
the other method.

One- and two-electron Auger-recombination
rates

a) One-electron Auger decay. The one-electron detachment (10)
consist of two next one-electron transitions:

The electron 1 transits from the outer stationary orbit ф\ to the
state of the continuum ф\к of the ion 1. The second electron 2
transits from the disturbed outer stationary orbit фг of the ion
2 to the undisturbed outer stationary orbit ^20 of the ion 2. The
only electron 1 is outgoing from the system.

The disturbed outer stationary orbit ^1.2 are solutions of one
electron wave equations (6). At large inter-ion separations R —»
00 the Coulomb interaction \R — гг\~х is expanded in the power
series (r/R)n and equations (6) can be rewritten in the form

(58)
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For large R the disturbing electric field г • cosOR'2 is small and
the theory of small pertutbations can be used for the solution of
the equation (58):

ф = ф0 -f- 8фо + . . . ; (59)

- у + V(r) - £o ] 8фо(г) + ̂ p ^ • фо = О (60)

where the undisturbed wave function фо is the solution of the
equation

/л \
(61)

and is given by the expression (47). Substituting in the equation
(60) the 6фо(г) in the form

cos(U) \[r)
6фо(г) = —j~- • i-i-i • <po{ryt 4>o{r) = гфо (62)

we obtain the equation for new function x

= 2r. (63)2£
dr

Using (47) we can write the equation (63) in the form

X" - 2 7x' - 2 ^ = 2r. (64)

The exact solution of this equation which has true behaviour at
г = 0 and г —+ oo is equal to

X=-£. (65)

20



so that the total function' ф can be written in the form

For the transition ф2 —* Ф20 the matrix element is not equal to
zero only for z-component of the position vector and the matrix
element Wi/ in (14) can be written in the form

Wi/ = < 4tin(ri,r2)\W\4?jin(rur2) > = ^ 3 — - (67)

where the matrix element M2 of the electron 2 transition from
the disturbed bound state ф2 to the undisturbed bound state
V>20 is equal to

B 2

M2 =< Ф2(Г2)\Г2С03 6\Ф20(Г2) > = - %. д . а . (68)

This result is determined by the product of the undisturbed wave
function ф2о and the disturbed part бфт of the Ф2. Without a
disturbance by the second negative ion this matrix element would
be equal to zero at finite R and therefore in the limit R —• 00
M2 is decreased as Д" 2 , M2 ~ R~7.

The matrix element Mi of the electron 1 transition from the
ground state ф\ to the continuum state

\
Yio(0,ip); (69)

(70)

which is normalized to the energy ^-function is equal to

Mi = < !fa(ri)|nca50t|ifoi(rt) > -

/~2~ 1 (sinkr

21



The total matrix element can be written in the form

B3

From the energy conservation rule (11) we can Write

k2 _Rx . R _ 2- - ~ - l , R, = -

and the total matrix element can be written in the form

(73)

„, B U-*)/

 ж.А<г (74)

The rate of the one-electron Auger-decay is equal to

a - *) 3 / 2

b) Two-electron Auger-decay. The interaction of two negative
ions excel as the atomic particle collision case that both Auger-
electrons can go away from the ions at inter-ion distances R >
R2. In this range of R values the two negative ions energy term
lies above the term of two neutral atoms and this decay is allowed
by the energy conservation rule.

Two-electron decay is differed from one-electron decay by
as follows. At any inter-ion distance R a spectrum of outgoing
electrons are generated. The impulses of these electrons lie in the
range 0 < A;li2 < kmax where the maximal value of the impulse
kynas is determined by the energy conservation rule (13) and is
equal to kmax = y/2(l/R - 1/Rj).

Two-electron detachment (12) consist of two one-electron
transitions from the ground state to the continuum

)-> Ы * ) . (76)
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Transitions to continuum states with the orbital momentum / =
1 and with its projections m = 0, ±1 are possible. The decay
rate ТлидгШ) may be written in the form

;=l ,m=-l

[4(г0и)(гок2) + (xofcl) W ) + (yo*i)(yo«)] (77)

Using the relation (xofc)2 = (̂ ofc)2/2 we can rewrite the expres-
sion (77) in the form

| Ыг)Ыг? (78)

and after the use of the expression (71) for zofc = Mi we obtain

Let us emphasize that this expression is symmetrical relatively
the next rearrengement exchange: k\ «-» fcj and hence the elec-
tron identity in continuum is taken into account.

Using the energy conservation rule (13) the total two-electron
Auger-decay rate may be written in the form

TAu92,tot{R) = - ' ^-]x T ~ ' / f(X)dx ( 8 0 )
max Q

where the spectrum of outgoing electrons is equal to

f(x) = u. , * w :

x _. _ j a _ _ __ __ . £mas = — — — . (81)
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This expression may be represented in the form

25б72В4 (1 - R/ Ч7

7Г J [ 1 - f i -
(82)

2 r

-10

R, a n

Fig.2. Rates of Auger-decay and sqeezing out as func-
tions of the intcr-ion distance It. Г,п is the curve 1,

is the curve 2, Глидг is the curve 3.

Both Auger-decay rates Гд„Э1, Гл„<;2 are shown on the fig.2.
In the most interesting region where both Г ~ 10~* —10~3 which
determines the detachment processes T/iug2 is more then Глид!
because Л/г in (GS) is decreased ~ R~2forR —> oo.

Detachments by fast collisions

We need to consider the range of large collision velocities because
in the experiment [1,2] measurements were carried out for center
of mass energies l.bkcV < Есм < 90^еУ or in the range of

24



collision velocities 0.76 • .10scm/s < v < 2.68 • 108cm/a. In
[4] in dipole approximation and by means of the perturbation
theory the next expression for the probability of the one-electron
detachment was obtained

(83)

where К is the McDonald function. After analytical summation
over final kinetic energies (a> = eo + &2/2) and the integration
over impact parameters 1-xpdp the next Bethe-Born expression
for the cross section of the one-electron detachment was derived

1.55u2 \

)
(84)

Some details of the deriving of this formula from the expression
(83) are not satisfied good. Therefore we can calculate the next
numerical cross -section by means of the probability (83).

CO 00

ax = 2T j pdp j Pk(p)kdk (85)

Both cross section (84) and (85) are shown on the figure 3. The
numerical cross section (85) is in a good agreement with the ex-
perimental data while the cross-section calculated in accordance
with (84) in two times more at collision energy 5 KeV.

In the approxamation of small perturbations the probability
of two-electron detachment is equal to

7
/ (86)
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where ш = 2̂ о + (̂ ? + Щ)1^ W is the correlation interaction
(2). The initial state (i) is the H~ + H~ state and the final state
(f) is the 2H° + 2e one.

After an integration along the straitforward trajectory and
the summation over magnetic sublevels m in the final channel
we obtain

(87)

F(x) = x2. И1 + ̂ )к^х)^хКг{х)К2(х) + ̂ К1(х)\ (88)

For cases of large velocities t> and small w, i.e. for small г, we
can use the limit value of F

limF(x) = i (89)

The total probability of two electron detachment Рг(р) can be
obtained by the integration the probability (86) over kidkikidkt
so that the two-electron detachment cross section is equal to

CO OO CO

pdp J j P2{h, *2, p)kldhk2dk2 (90)
0 0 0

In cross-sections calculations we have used the next procedure

If Pi+P*< 1, then Рг = Р г; P2 = P2\

If P, + P2>1, then A = p ~ 5 - ; ^ = 1ГГ7Г(91)
"l +"2 Jr\-T r2

This procedure allows to avoid the next uncertainty of our theory.
Both one- and two-electron detachment probability P\i2 —» сю



when p —» 0 because Pi ,2 are inverse proportional to the some
degree of p. However the total probability must not exceed 1. By
means of this procedure we remove this probability divergence.
After the application of this procedure the contribution in the
cross-section of the one-electron detachment from the impact
parameter range where Pi -f Pi > 1 does not exceed (5 — 10)%.
The influence on the cross-section of the two-electron detachment
was more essential: this cross-section was being changed in 1.5—2
times.

A computer program was constructed which has done the
numerical integration over kdk and />d/>-integration for the de-
termination of <7\ and the numerical integration over к\(1к\кг<1кг
and /^-integration for the determination of o-i. The procedure
(91) was build in this program as a statement " I F " . Results are
shown on the figure 3.

Results and discussion

The results our calculations are shown on the figures 1-3. On
the fig.l the one-electron energy e(R) is presented as a func-
tion of the inter-ion distance R. The behaviour of this function
is closed to the Coulomb low (2G) for cases both the negative
e < 0 and positive e > 0. The determinaton of the function
e(R) by the method of zero radius potential, by both the exact
numerical calculation of M, W-function and by the semiclassical
approximation, had given results which are closed very one to
another: its differ in the 3th or in 4th decimal place only. It
may be explained by large values of R\ = Збао and R2 — 18«o
which are more then the summarized size of two negative ions
Ro — 2/7 = 8.5a0 and by. excellent applicability of the semiclas-
sical approximation. Also in this inter-ion distance range the
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polarizational and more high oder terms make the small contri-
bution to e(R) in the sum.

The applicability of the semiclassical approximation (27) is
determined by the next condition

L f" 1
, - If" » 1; (e = eo + j) (92)

For negative energies £ < 0 the turning point is absent and this
condition is satisfied up to г > lno so that the semiclassical
approximation is applicable with high accuracy. For positive en-
ergy e > 0 the condition (92) is not satisfied only in the small
region in the vicinity of the turning point. However the turning
point is on an large distance from the negative ion and does not
influence directly on the logarithmic derivative value K. There-
fore for e > 0 the accuracy of the semiclassical approximation is
high enough also.

Energy widths or rates of decay are shown on the figure 2.
The rate of squeesing out is predominated over rates of other
decays in the range of most interesting Г values: Г с;= 10~2 -f-
10"3, R ~ (10 -r 15)a0. The TAug2 = 0 at R = 18a0 and already
at R = 16cto Тлидч becomes equal and more than Тлид\. T3q =
TAugl = 0 at R = Rt = 36o0 and Г„ ~ exp[ - jggf] in the
vicinity R ~ R\. YAU3\ decreases slowly at R ~ R^ and becomes
more then Гл, at R ~ 25uo where both Гл, and T^ugi are very
small (~ 1O~10) and are not essential for processes.

On the figure 3 theoretical cross sections of one- and two-
electron detachments which were calculated by means of formu-
lae (15),(16),(17) and,(18) for small collision velocities and by
formulae (85) and (91) for large collision velocities are shown
together with experimental ones. The one-electron detachment
probability was taken being equal to the sum Г,, +
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Fig.3. Cross-section of the one- and two-electron de-
tachment of the center of mass collision energy. The
curves 1 and 2 are theoretical cross-sections of reso-
nant Auger-decays with the detachment of one and
two electrons respectively. The curves 3 and 4 are
theoretical cross-sections for fast collisions with de-
tachment of one and two electrons respectively. •
are experimental data [1,2] of the one- electron de-
tachment, * are the same for two-electron detachment
[1,2]. • .

Our resonant decays theory is valid for small collision ener-
gies: 0.75eV < ECM < 400 - 500eV when the main distances of
closest approaches is not less then the summarized size of two
negative ions. Theoretical cross sections of decays at 400—500eV
are closed to low energy limits of experimental cross sections.

The ranges of small and large collision energies Есм <и"е sep-
arated by the collision velocity value AE • P/VCM = 1. For
the one-electron detachment this condition gives the limit en-
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ergy Есм — 500eV and for the two-electron detachment Есм —
400eK.

As a next step of our investigation we should take into ac-
count an inter-electron exchange.

For large collision velocities theoretical cross section of the
one electron detachment o\ is in good agreement with experi-
mental one. The cross section of the two-electron detachment
<72 has energy behaviour which is similar only to the experimen-
tal one. More details calculations are needed for more accurate
determination of the <7j.
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